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The kitchen is a study in contrasts and
texture. The custom dark vertical walnut
cabinetry created by David Chamberlain
sets off the white oak parquet floor. The
rough-cut stone wall frames an Ann
Sacks tile backsplash above the range.

TAKE

A talented
design duo
melds a couple’s
disparate styles
into a stunning
Park City home
remodel

PHOTOS BY RUS S E L L C H A N D L E R F O R D
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L
Top: Maturing
cottonwoods and lovely
perennial landscaping
across the home’s ten-acre
grounds give the property
the inviting character of
a French country estate.
Above: Homeowner
Vanessa Wright emigrated
with her family from South
America to the U.S. when
she was seven. She owns
Farasha Boutique in Sun
Valley. Her husband,
Jeff, was born and raised
in Salt Lake City and is
chairman of the private
investment firm Actium
Partners. Right: The
powder room hides behind
wood-paneled walls and a
door adorned with art.
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et’s be honest. Much

of the time it seems one half of
a couple makes 99 percent of the interior design decisions. Not surprisingly, this can result in the other half
left feeling a bit like a guest in their home. Not so for
Park City residents Jeff and Vanessa Di Palma Wright.
Even though Jeff works in finance and is intrigued by
everything old and European and Vanessa is a fashion guru who favors modern, minimalist style, the
Wrights—with the help of designers Elizabeth Wixom
and Kimberly Rasmussen and contractor Chris Towson—were able to meet in the middle. Together they
remodeled portions of the home, beautifully embracing
modern tastes while preserving traditional roots.
Jeff purchased the house in 1998. “I was drawn to its
farmhouse feel and that it sits on 10 acres,” he says. He
initially used the house as a second home, mostly to
entertain guests visiting to ski. But when Jeff and Vanessa
met and married a few years later, the couple decided
to make the house their full-time residence. “I came to
Utah from New York to attend the University of Utah. I’d
fallen in love with the mountains while here on ski trips
with my family. The quality of life and how easy it is to do
business in Utah are a couple of reasons we decided to
stay,” Vanessa says.
The Wrights initially hired Wixom and Rasmussen—
principals of Elizabeth Kimberly Design—to redo their
master suite. The room was much like the rest of the
house: heavy, dark and, though beautiful, emanating
a museum-like quality rather than a restful place for
relaxation and sleep. “When Jeff and Vanessa first hired
us we really had two clients to please. But when they
saw how we could combine his passion and style with
her fresh take on things, their individual tastes really
became one,” Wixom says.
To describe the new sanctuary-like suite as stunning
is an understatement. The Wrights’ antique four-poster

Designers Elizabeth Wixom and Kimberly
Rasmussen refurbished many of the
Wrights’ existing furniture to complement
this home’s diverse design. This sofa was
once upholstered entirely in leather. The
designers re-covered the bottom and back
cushions in a selection of harmonizing
fabrics and added bling with nailhead trim.
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The master suite vestibule
provides a transition between the
bathroom, bedroom and walk-in
closet. Traditional nickel-plated
Italian sconces and a tufted velvet
bench are juxtaposed with a Roy
Lichtenstein lithograph and Ann
Sacks floor tile.
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Left: Pewter coats the outside of the
room’s freestanding porcelain tub.
Below: Exquisite cabinetry and stately
symmetry define the stunning bathroom’s
classic style. An elongated vanity mirror
emphasizes the room’s height while
perfectly framing the reflection of a
dazzling crystal chandelier.

bed shines with gleaming black paint and boasts a canopy,
drapes and bedding of luxe creamy-white fabric trimmed in
deep navy blue. Chic gray walls provide a striking backdrop.
The headboard’s tufted inset, embroidered with the couples’
initials, lends a five-star hotel quality to the room. Drapes
frame the floor-to-ceiling paned windows in the same tailored
upholstery as the bed. Oversized tassel curtain pullbacks
and a crystal chandelier add glamour. The fireplace, surrounded floor to ceiling with raised millwork panels, provides
a highlighted venue for displaying treasured art. Wixom and
Rasmussen designed an antique-like fireplace screen for the
hearth, giving it a modern twist with a shiny coat of nickel.
The master bath proves even more seductive than the
bedroom. A freestanding porcelain tub, coated on the outside
with pewter, serves as a striking centerpiece in this spectacularly spacious and opulent room. The dark and light contrasted color palette established in the bedroom is executed
here in a more overt, purposeful way. Marble flooring and
dark-stained cabinetry lend a definitive sense of luxury, while
a crystal chandelier and more nickel-plated hardware keep
things glamorous but far from serious. Patent leather wall covering serves as an unexpected detail in the toilet/bidet room
as well as a subtle homage to Vanessa—owner of Farasha
Boutique in Sun Valley—and her career in couture.
Wixom and Rasmussen’s striking success remodeling the
master suite inspired the Wrights to ask the duo to turn their
talents toward the kitchen. “Elizabeth and Kimberly are very
FALL 2 0 1 2
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Sparkling beneath the
vestibule’s oval window,
a custom-designed linen
cabinet contrasts with dark
cabinetry found elsewhere
in the master bathroom.

SHOW IT OFF

Elizabeth Wixom and Kimberly
Rasmussen offer savvy tips on avoiding
clutter, making art pop and giving old
fixtures a fresh twist.
Art galleries have clean white walls
for a reason: to keep the focus on
the art. The premise is the same when
displaying art and collectibles in the
home. “Though it would seem like
dark-stained wood wainscoting and
faux-painted walls would complement
antiques and old art, in fact they really
swallow those pieces up, making it
all seem like the same dark, heavy
background,” Elizabeth says.
Resist the temptation to display
every piece in a like collection.
For maximum impact, select one
or two items and arrange them in
an unexpected place. For example,
homeowner Jeff Wright owns several
seventh- and eighth-century Roman
stone heads. Instead of lining them all
up on shelf, Wixom and Rasmussen
displayed a singular piece on a shelf in
the remodeled kitchen.
New upholstery, paint, metal plating
or new nailhead trim can give any
piece an instant update. Wright and
his wife Vanessa Di Palma Wright are
big fans of “dipping.” With Wixom and
Rasmussen’s direction, the couple
had a pair of French 18th-century
candlesticks sprayed high-gloss black,
which they now display in front of
the antique fireplace in their kitchen.
Numerous Italian sconces the couple
had in storage were given new life with
nickel plating and are now statement
accessories in their master suite.
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good at adding a more contemporary
feel to a traditional home without
making it feel detached,” Jeff says.
The kitchen is a study in modern and
contemporary contrast and cohesion.
A patterned Ann Sacks tile backsplash
is a salient foil to the rough-cut stone
wall covering surrounding it. Lovely
quartzite countertops set off vertical grain walnut cabinetry. Drawer
pulls and sink fixtures are clean and
angular. The designers placed the
solid hardwood flooring in a parquet
pattern, and then minimally treated it
with a clear matte finish.
Perhaps most impressive about Wixom and Rasmussen’s finished project is
how it reflects the Wrights’ personalities,
tastes and passions. Rather than taking
the route most traveled and filling the
home’s rooms with new furniture and
accessories, the designers refurbished
the couple’s existing furniture and displayed items from the Wrights’ collections in a new way, making the design
both aesthetic and, more importantly,
personal. “The Wrights live a well-traveled life and really pushed us to look
outside the box to reflect that lifestyle.
We feel like the end product is very
eclectic and interesting and really defies
any classification or genre,” Rasmussen
says. Who knew meeting in the middle
could be so magnificent? USD
Above: Wixom and Rasmussen added a milled wood
pilaster around the fireplace. They pulled Italian sconces
out of storage, nickel-plated them and then affixed them
to mirrors highlighting the art display space between
them, occupied at the moment by a Lee Deffenbach
chalk drawing. Left: In the master suite, deep navy and
creamy-white fabric reflects Vanessa’s penchant for
modern clean lines while the velvet pinstripe accent
pillows are a nod to Jeff’s buttoned-down finance career.
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